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Abstract. In the last decades speaking and writing habits have changed.
Many works faced the author identification task by exploiting frequentist approaches, numeric techniques or writing style analysis. Following
the last approach we propose a technique for author identification based
on First-Order Logic. Specifically, we translate the complex data represented by natural language text to complex (relational) patterns that
represent the writing style of an author. Then, we model an author as
the result of clustering the relational descriptions associated to the sentences. The underlying idea is that such a model can express the typical
way in which an author composes the sentences in his writings. So, if
we can map such writing habits from the unknown-author model to the
known-author model, we can conclude that the author is the same. Preliminary results are promising and the approach seems practicable in real
contexts since it does not need a training phase and performs well also
with short texts.
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Introduction

Speaking and writing habits have changed in the last decades, and many works
have investigated the author identification task by exploiting frequentist approaches, numeric techniques and writing style analysis. The spreading of documents across the Internet made the writing activity faster and easier compared
to past years. Thus, author identification became a primary issue, due to the
increasing number of plagiarism cases. In order to face such problems, several
approaches have been attempted in the Machine Learning field [1, 4, 12, 18].
The authorship attribution task is well-understood (given a document, determine who wrote it) although amenable to many variations (given a document,
determine a profile of the author; given a pair of documents, determine whether
they were written by the same author; given a document, determine which parts
of it were written by a specific person), and its motivation is clear. In applied
areas such as law and journalism knowing the author’s identity may save lives.
The most common approach for testing candidate algorithms is to cast the
problem as a text classification task: given known sample documents from a
small, finite set of candidate authors, assess if any of those authors wrote a
questioned document of unknown authorship. A more lifelike approach is: given

a set of documents by a single author and a questioned document, determine
whether the questioned document was written by that particular author or not.
This is more interesting for professional forensic linguistics because it is a primary
need in that environment.
This setting motivated us to face the following task: given a small set (no
more than 10, possibly just one) of “known” documents written by a single
person and a “questioned” document, determine whether the latter was written
by the same person who wrote the former.
Performing a deep understanding of the author to seize his style is not trivial,
due to the intrinsic ambiguity of natural language and to the huge amount of
common sense and linguistic/conceptual background knowledge needed to switch
from a purely syntactic representation to the underlying semantics. Traditional
approaches are not able to seize the whole complex network of relationships,
often hidden, between events, objects or a combination of them. Conversely
relational approaches treat natural language texts as complex data from which
mining complex patterns.
So after extracting and making explicit the typed syntactical dependencies of
each sentence, we formally express them in a First-Order Logic representation.
In this way the unstructured texts in natural language are expressed by complex
(relational) patterns on which automatic techniques can be applied. Exploiting
such patterns, the author’s style can be modelled in order to classify a new
document as written by the same author or not.
For the sake of clarity, from now on we refer to the known author used for
training as the base, and to the unknown author that must be classified as target.
This work is organized as follows: the next section describes related works;
Section 3 outlines the proposed approach, that is evaluated subsequently. Lastly,
we conclude with some considerations and future works.
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Related Work

There is a huge amount of research conducted on Author Identification in the
last 10 years. With the spread of anonymous documents in Internet, authorship attribution becomes important. Researches focus on different properties of
texts, the so-called style markers, to quantify the writing style under different
labels and criteria. Five main types of features can be found: lexical, character,
syntactic, semantic and application specific. The lexical and character features
consider a text as a mere sequence of word-tokens or characters, respectively.
An example of the first category is [2] in which new lexical features are defined
for use in stylistic text classification, based on taxonomies of various semantic
functions of certain choice words or phrases. While this work reaches interesting
results, it is based on the definition of arbitrary criteria (such as the 675 lexical
features and taxonomies) and requires language-dependent expertise.
In [20] the authors build a suffix tree representing all possible character ngrams of variable length and then extract groups of character n-grams as features. An important issue of such approaches based on character feature is the

choice of n, because a larger n captures more information but increases the dimensionality of the representation. On the other hand, a small n might not be
adequate to learn an appropriate model.
Syntactic features are based on the idea that authors tend to unconsciously
use similar syntactic patterns. Therefore they exploit information such as PoStags, sentence and phrase structures. In addition to the need of robust and
accurate NLP tools to perform syntactic analysis of texts, a major drawback of
these approaches is the huge amount of feature extracted they require (e.g., in
[19] there are about 900k features).
Semantic approaches rely on semantic dependencies obtained by external
resources, such as taxonomies or thesauri. In [13] the authors exploits WordNet[5]
to detect “semantic” information between words. Although the use of an external
taxonomic or ontological resource can be very useful for these purposes, such
resources are not always available and often do not exist at all for very specific
domains.
Finally, there are non-general-purpose approaches, that define applicationspecific measures to better represent the style in a given text domain. Such
measures are based on the use of greetings and farewells in the messages, types
of signatures, use of indentation, paragraph length, and so on [11].
While the various approaches faced the problem from different perspectives,
a common feature to all of them is their using a flat (vectorial) representation of
the document/phrases. Even the two before the last approach, although starting from syntactic trees or word/concept graphs, subsequently create new flat
features, losing in this way the relations embedded in the original texts.
A different approach that preserves the phrase structure is presented in [15].
In this work a probabilistic context-free grammar (PCFG) is built for each author
and then each test document is assigned to the author whose PCFG produced the
highest likelihood for such a document. While this approach takes into account
the syntactic tree of the sentences, it needs of many documents per author to
learn the right probabilities. Thus it is not applicable in settings in which a
small set of documents of only one author is available. Moreover we believe that
the exploitation of only parse trees is not enough to characterize the author’s
style, conversely it should be better to enrich the syntactical relationships with
grammatical ones.
Differently from all of these, our approach aims at preserving the informative
richness of textual data by extracting and exploiting complex patterns from such
complex data.

3

Proposed Approach

Natural Language Text is a complex kind of data encoding implicitly the author’s style. We propose to translate textual data into a relational description
in order to make explicit the complex patterns representing the author’s style.
The relational descriptions are clustered using the similarity measure presented
in [6], where the threshold to be used as a stopping criterion is automatically

recognized. We apply this technique to build both base and target models. Then,
the classification results from the comparison of these two models. The underlying idea is that the target model describes a set of ways in which the author
composes the sentences. If we can bring back such writing habits to the base
model, we can conclude that the author is the same.
3.1

The representation formalism

Natural language texts are processed by ConNeKTion [9] (acronym for ‘CONcept
NEtwork for Knowledge representaTION’), a framework for conceptual graph
learning and exploitation. This framework aims at partially simulating some human abilities in the text understanding and concept formation activity, such as:
extracting the concepts expressed in given texts and assessing their relevance [7];
obtaining a practical description of the concepts underlying the terms, which in
turn would allow to generalize concepts having similar description [16]; applying
some kind of reasoning ‘by association’, that looks for possible indirect connections between two identified concepts [10]; identifying relevant keywords that are
present in the text and helping the user in retrieving useful information [17].
In this work we exploit ConNeKTion in order to obtain a relational representation of the syntactic features of the sentences. In particular exploiting
the Stanford Parser and Stanford Dependencies tools [8, 3] we obtain phrase
structure trees and a set of grammatical relations (typed dependencies) for each
sentence. These dependencies are expressed as binary relations between pairs
of words, the former of which represents the governor of the grammatical relation, and the latter its dependent. Words in the input text are normalized using
lemmatization instead of stemming, which allows to distinguish their grammatical role and is more comfortable to read by humans. ConNeKTion also embeds
JavaRAP, an implementation of the classic Anaphora Resolution Procedure [14].
Indeed, the subject/objects of the sentences are often expressed as pronouns, referred to the first occurrence of the actual subject/object. After applying all
these pre-processing steps, we translate each sentence into a relational pattern.
In particular, each sentence is translated into a Horn Clause of the form:
sentence(IdSentence) :- description(IdSentence).
where description(Idsentence) is a combination of the following atoms which
reflect the relations between the words in the sentence:
– phrase(T ag, IdSentence, P os) represents a constituent whose T ag is the
type of phrase (e.g. NP, VP, S,...) and P os is the term position in the phrase;
– term(IdSentence, P os, Lemma, P osT ag) defines a single term whose position in the sentence is P os, its lemma is Lemma and its part-of-speech (e.g.
N,V,P,...) is P osT ag;
– sd(IdSentence, T ype, P osGov, P osDep) represents the grammatical relation
T ype (e.g. dobj, subj,...) between the governor word in position P osGov and
the dependent word in position P osDep.
This allows us to represent all the relationships between the terms, their grammatical relations and the phrases to which they belong.

3.2

The similarity measure

The similarity strategy exploited here was presented in [6]. It takes values in ]0, 4[
and is computed by repeated applications of the following formula to different
parameters extracted from the relational descriptions:
sf (i′ , i′′ ) = sf (n, l, m) = α

l+1
l+1
+ (1 − α)
l+n+2
l+m+2

where:
–
–
–
–
–

i′ and i′′ are the two items under comparison;
n represents the information carried by i′ but not by i′′ ;
l is the common information between i′ and i′′ ;
m is the information carried by i′′ but not by i′ ;
α is a weight that determines the importance of i′ with respect to i′′ (0.5
means equal importance).

More precisely, the overall similarity measure carries out a layered evaluation
that, starting from simpler components, proceeds towards higher-level ones repeatedly applying the above similarity formula. At each level, it exploits the
information coming from lower levels and extends it with new features. At the
basic level terms (i.e., constants or variables in a Datalog setting) are considered, that represent objects in the world and whose similarity is based on their
properties (expressed by unary predicates) and roles (expressed by their position
as arguments in n-ary predicates). The next level involves atoms built on n-ary
predicates: the similarity of two atoms is based on their “star” (the multiset of
predicates corresponding to atoms directly linked to them in the clause body,
that expresses their similarity ‘in breadth’) and on the average similarity of their
arguments. Since each of the four components ranges into ]0, 1[, their sum ranges
into ]0, 4[. Then, the similarity of sequences of atoms is based on the length of
their compatible initial subsequence and on the average similarity of the atoms
appearing in such a subsequence. Finally, the similarity of clauses is computed
according to their least general generalization, considering how many literals and
terms they have in common and on their corresponding lower-level similarities.
3.3

Building models

Obtained a relational description for each sentence as described in Section 3.1,
we applied the similarity measure described in Section 3.2 to pair of sentences. In
particular, for each training-test couple we computed an upper triangular similarity matrix between each pair sentences. As can be seen in Figure 1 the global
matrix can be partitioned into three parts, the top-left submatrix (filled with
diagonal lines) contains the similarity scores between each pair of sentences of
known documents (base). The bottom-right one (filled with solid grey) includes
the similarities between pairs of sentences belonging to the unknown document
(target). The top right submatrix reports the similarity scores across known and
unknown documents.
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Fig. 1. Global similarity matrix. Each si,j represents the similarity between the sentence i and j calculated as explained in Section 3.2

Then, we performed an agglomerative clustering to both base and target
submatrices according to Algorithm 1. Initially each description makes up a
different singleton cluster; then the procedure works by iteratively finding the
next pair of clusters to be merged according to a complete link strategy. Complete
link states that the distance of the farthest items of the involved clusters must be
less than a given threshold. In this work we refer to a model as a possible grouping
of similar descriptions, as obtained by running the clustering algorithm with a
given threshold.
In this perspective, there is the need of establishing the threshold by which
pairwise clustering is carried out for each model. Our approach is based on the
idea that as long as the threshold increases, also the number of clusters grows,
and thus the merging becomes more and more difficult. So, we consider as cut
point the greatest gap between the number of clusters obtained with a threshold
and the next one obtained by performing clustering with a greater threshold. It
is easy to note that a given difference value obtained with many clusters is less
significant than the one obtained with a smaller number of clusters.
Taking into account such considerations we have defined the following function that encodes such intuitive assumptions. Given a sequence of models <
m1 , ..., mn > obtained by repeating the clustering procedure with the increment
of the cut-threshold by step 0.05, and c(mi ) that computes the number of clusters
in the i-th model, we can define:
g(i) =

c(mi+1 )
c(mi )

and thi = arg max g(i)
i

where 0 ≤ i < n and thi is the desired threshold associated to the model mi
yielding the greatest distance from the model mi+1 (see Algorithm 2). Since our
similarity measure ranges in ]0, 4[, the thresholds varies within such range.
Chosen the appropriate thresholds, we defined base and target models and
thus we performed the classification. In particular, as can be seen in Algorithm 3,
for each cluster in the target model having more than one item, if it can be
merged with at least one cluster in the base model (under the complete link
assumption), the author is the same, otherwise it is not. Such merging check
exploits the top right submatrix. Moreover it uses the maximum threshold between base and target model, which making harder a full alignment between
target and base clusters and ensures more precision in the classifications.

Algorithm 1 Relational pairwise clustering.
Interface: pairwiseClustering(M,T).
Input: M is the similarity matrix; T is the threshold for similarity function.
Output: set of clusters.
pairs ← empty
averages ← empty
for all item : M.rows do
newCluster ← item
clusters.add(newCluster)
end for
for all pair(Ck , Cz ) | Ck , Cz ∈ clusters do
if completeLink(M, Ck , Cz , T ) then
pairs.add(Ck , Cz )
averages.add(getScoreAverage(Ck, Cz ))
end if
end for
pair ← getBestP air(pairs, averages)
merge(pair)
return clusters
completeLink(matrix,cluster1 ,cluster2 ,threshold) → TRUE if complete link assumption
for the passed clusters holds, FALSE otherwise.
getBestPair(pairs,averages) → returns the pair having the maximum average.
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Evaluation

We evaluated our procedure using the training set provided in the 9th evaluation
lab on uncovering plagiarism, authorship, and social software misuse (PAN) held
as part of the CLEF 2013 conference. Although this challenge has already taken
place, we could not compare our outcomes with the official challenge results
because the test set is not yet publicly available. However, since our approach
does not require a training phase, we were able to exploit the training set for this
purpose. Such a dataset is composed by 10 problems for the English language,
20 problems for Greek and 5 problems for Spanish. In this evaluation we will
consider the English problems only, since the current version of ConNeKTion is
based on the Stanford NLP tools, that cannot deal with the other two languages.
However, our approach can be easily extended to the other languages, as long
as suitable NLP tools for them are available.
Table 1 reports, for each problem (whose ID, as indicated in the original
data set, is reported in the first column), information both on the documents
written by the base author and on the unknown document written by the target
author. As to the former, it specifies the number of documents, the number of
clauses generated by the sentences they contain and their average length. As
to the latter, it shows the number of corresponding clauses/sentences and their
average length. It also reports the experimental outcomes including the expected

Algorithm 2 Best model identification.
Interface: getBestModel(M,Tlower ,Thigher )
Input: M is the similarity matrix; Tlower is the starting threshold, Thigher is the
maximum threshold that can be attempted.
Output: bestM odel that is the model having the best threshold.
t ← Tlower
models ← ∅
thresholds ← ∅
for all t < Thigher do
clusters ← pairwiseClustering(M )
models.add(clusters)
thresholds.add(t)
t ← t + 0.5
end for
maxHop ← 0
bestM odel ← null
for all mi | mi ∈ models, i > 0 do
hop ← (mi .size ∗ 100)/mi−1 .size
if maxHop < hop then
maxHop ← hop
bestM odel ← mi−1
end if
end for
return bestM odel

class, the class predicted by our approach and a score computed as the number
of aligned cluster across models over the total number of target-model clusters. The average number of sentences for the known and unknown documents
is respectively 164.9 and 56.2, and the average lengths of the descriptions are
respectively of 176.01 and 203.97. It can be noted that on average the known
documents consist of many short sentences while the unknown documents are
composed of few long sentences. A singular situation happens in problem ‘EN23’
where summing all the sentences of the known documents we obtain half of the
sentences belonging to the corresponding unknown one.
In our experimentation we reported the same measures required in the original challenge. Precision and Recall (and, consequently, F1 measure) are equal
to 0.7 in the case of a ‘hard’ classification obtained considering as Yes only the
scores equal to 1.0. Softening the classification threshold to 0.9, these statistics
become 0.8 for all metrics. In fact, it is worth noting that the correct classification of the problem ‘EN23’ was not reached for just 0.08, but this is the problem
with the smallest number of clauses to be clustered, hence we could hypothesize
that a sufficiently refined model has not been reached for a while.
The complete quantitative results of the PAN 2013 challenge (English section) are reported in Table 2. In this table are shown the nick names of the
challenge participants with the performances of their systems. Considering that

Algorithm 3 Complete classification procedure.
Input: Oknown is the set of descriptions (represented as in Section 3.1) obtained from
the known-author documents; Ounknown is the set of descriptions obtained from the
unknown-author document; Tlower is the starting threshold, Thigher is the maximum
threshold that can be attempted.
Output: Classification outcome.
Mknown ← getSimilarities(Oknown )
modelknown ← getBestM odel(Mknown , Tlower , Thigher )
Munknown ← getSimilarities(Ounknown )
modelunknown ← getBestM odel(Munknown , Tlower , Thigher )
t ← max(tknown , tunknown )
O ← Oknown
O.add(Ounknown )
M ← getSimilarities(O)
class ← true
for all (Ck , Cu ) | Ck ∈ modelknown ∧ Cu ∈ modelunknown do
if !completeLink(M, Ck , Cu , t) then
class ← f alse
end if
end for
return class
completeLink(matrix,cluster1 ,cluster2 ,threshold) → TRUE if complete link assumption
for the passed clusters holds, FALSE otherwise.
getSimilarities(list) → returns the similarity matrix between all pairs of objects in
‘list’.

the performance of the winner approach in PAN 2013 has reached an F1 measure equal to 0.8, these preliminary results can be considered very promising and
motivate us to further proceed in this research direction.

5

Conclusions

This work proposes a technique for author identification based on First-Order
Logic. It is motivated by the assumption that making explicit the typed syntactical dependencies in the text one may obtain significant features on which basing
the predictions. Thus, this approach translates the complex data represented by
natural language text to complex (relational) patterns that allow to model the
writing style of an author. Then, these models can be exploited to classify a novel
document as written by the author or not. Our approach consists in translating
the sentences into relational descriptions, then clustering these descriptions (using an automatically computed threshold to stop the clustering procedure). The
resulting clusters represent our model of an author. So, after building the models
of the base (known) author and the target (unknown) one, the comparison of
these models suggests a classification (i.e., whether the target author is the same

Table 1. Dataset details and outcomes
ID
EN04
EN07
EN11
EN13
EN18
EN19
EN21
EN23
EN24
EN30

Known docs
Unknown doc
Outcomes
#docs #clauses µlength #clauses µlength Expected Class Score
4
261
121.06
62
136.60
Y
Y
1.0
4
260
121.48
44
195.47
N
Y
1.0
2
109
185.87
39
160.41
Y
Y
1.0
3
109
156.99
65
134.65
N
N
0.6
5
274
154.25
53
165.49
Y
Y
1.0
3
139
164.35
56
210.05
Y
N 0.37
2
109
210.89
24
269.21
N
N 0.67
2
51
217.29
97
277.29
Y
N 0.92
5
242
147.06
89
169.08
N
N 0.69
2
95
189.87
33
322.09
N
N
0.8

Table 2. Performances of PAN 2013 Challenge for English Dataset
Submission
F1

English
Precision Recall

zhenshi13
seidman13
layton13
moreau13
jankowska13
ayala13
halvani13
feng13
ghaeini13
petmanson13
bobicev13
sorin13
vandam13
jayapal13
kern13

0.800
0.800
0.767
0.767
0.733
0.733
0.700
0.700
0.691
0.667
0.644
0.633
0.600
0.600
0.533

0.800
0.800
0.767
0.767
0.733
0.733
0.700
0.700
0.760
0.667
0.655
0.633
0.600
0.600
0.533

0.800
0.800
0.767
0.767
0.733
0.733
0.700
0.700
0.633
0.667
0.633
0.633
0.600
0.600
0.533

baseline
gillam13
vladimir13
grozea13

0.500
0.500
0.467
0.400

0.500
0.500
0.467
0.400

0.500
0.500
0.467
0.400

as the base one or not). The underlying idea is that the model describes a set
of ways in which an author composes the sentences in its writings. If we can
bring back such writing habits from the target model to the base model, we can
conclude that the author is the same.
It must be underlined a small number of documents is sufficient, using this
approach, to build an author’s model. This is important because, in real life,
only a few documents are available for the base author, on which basing a classification. We wanted to stress specifically this aspect in our experiments, using
the training set released for the PAN 2013 challenge. Preliminary results are
promising. Our approach seems practicable in real contexts since it does not
need of a training phase and performs well also with short texts.

The current work in progress concerns the evaluation of our system using
the original test set used in PAN 2013 challenge. As a future work, we plan to
study the quality of the clusters, pursuing an intensional understanding thereof.
In particular, we want to study whether generalizing the clustered clauses we
can obtain a theory expressing the typical sentence construction that the author
exploits in his texts. Such theory would be the intensional model of the author,
which would allow to carry on the investigation in the learning field.
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